Salmon fishing guides oregon coast

Best rivers for salmon fishing in oregon. Where is the best salmon fishing in oregon. Best salmon fishing oregon coast.
Little is more exciting that catching ocean-fresh, hard-fighting king salmon off the Oregon Coast. Aside from being excellent table fare, salmon are among the hardest-fighting sport fish. Chinook, or king salmon, which are often abundant off the coast of Brookings, are especially prized, and the primary target of Brookings Fishing Charters’ salmon
fishing charters. The Port of Brookings often has the highest salmon catch rate on the entire Oregon coast, and produces many of the biggest salmon caught outside of Alaska. Some seasons, more king salmon are caught out of Brookings than the rest of the Oregon Coast combined. Typically the ocean salmon season out of Brookings runs early May
through Labor Day. The season re-opens in October for two weeks for the trophy season at the mouth of the Chetco. During the summer, large numbers of kings salmon from the Sacramento, Klamath, Rogue, Umpqua, Chetco and Smith rivers stage off of the Southern Oregon Coast, making Brookings the ideal location to target them. The fishing out
of Brookings can rival that found in Alaska and British Columbia, and the water is often much calmer. Each year, salmon over 50 pounds are caught out of the Port of Brookings. Fish average 15 to 20 pounds. Salmon charters with Brookings Fishing Charters are 6-hour trips. We use electric downriggers and divers to effectively fish for king salmon at
all depths. The salmon are often caught trolling plug-cut herring or anchovies, but they also can be caught mooching small baitfish. Capt. Andy Martin has earned a reputation as one of the best salmon fishing guides in all of Oregon, and has a high success rate of getting customers into large kings. In fact, he has guided anglers to more than a dozen
kings over 50 pounds in Oregon, including a 58 pounder at the mouth of the Chetco and the Chetco River record 65-pounder during the fall drift boat fishery. Capt. Andy has guided anglers for salmon throughout Oregon and Alaska, and is one of the most experienced ocean salmon fishing guides and charter captains on the Southern Oregon Coast.
He learned at an early age how to spin an anchovy or herring for salmon, and has a knack for locating schools of fish. Andy is a year-round, full-time charter captain and guide, and takes pride in successfully getting his customers into big fish and steady action. Brookings Fishing Charters fishes up to six anglers at a time. With a custom boat
specifically designed for ocean charters, anglers use the latest high-quality rods and reels, and enjoy a hands-on fishing experience. We also offer combination trips where anglers fish for salmon, lingcod and rockfish during the same charter, as well as check crab pots on the way in. Price: $200 a person, includes all bait and tackle, and filleting of
your catch. Ocean Salmon Fishing Charter Our special ocean salmon season in October at the mouth of the Chetco River is $200 a person. This is our most popular salmon season of the year because of the potential to catch a trophy-size fish and often books well in advance. First, let me introduce myself. I’m Andy Martin, a full-time river guide and
saltwater charter boat captain in Brooking, Oregon. As long as I can remember, fishing has been my passion. I grew up fishing the Chetco, Rogue and Smith rivers, and had my first drift boat long before I was old enough to drive a car. I’m fortunate to have one of the greatest jobs in the world. I have the opportunity to take people fishing almost every
day, and I work hard to make sure my customers have the ultimate fishing experience. The rivers I fish in Southern Oregon and Northern California, as well as the coastal waters out of the Port of Brookings, are among the most scenic areas of the world, and have some of the best fishing anywhere. I provide the best equipment and boats, and make
sure you have an easy-going trip with the best possible chance at catching fish. Aside from putting you on fish, my goal is to make sure you have an enjoyable time on the water. I’m friendly, more than willing to pass on information about the rivers and fish, and give a full effort in making your trip one you will always remember. The guides who work
with Wild Rivers Fishing are full-time, year-round, professional river guides and saltwater charter boat captains. Chetco River Record Salmon 65-POUND KING SALMON CAUGHT IN 2011 WITH GUIDE ANDY MARTIN BY WAYNE SMITH IS THE BIGGEST IN RECENT MEMORY FROM THE CHETCO. When Wayne Smith felt a massive tug on the end
of his line during a trip down the Chetco River in November 2011, he knew instantly he had hooked the biggest salmon of his life. But he had not idea the trophy king that just smacked his plug would be perhaps the biggest ever caught on the Chetco. Fishing with guide Andy Martin of Wild Rivers Fishing, Wayne landed a 65-pound king rivaling the
size of those caught on Alaska’s famous Kenai River. The giant salmon, caught on a HawgNose FlatFish, is the new unofficial Chetco River record, and by far the largest king caught in decades on the Chetco. But Wayne isn’t alone in catching enormous salmon on the Chetco. Clients of Andy have landed several trophy kings over 50 pounds in recent
years, giving Andy a well-earned reputation as one of the top guides at getting customers into lunker-size fish. JORDAN RODRIGUEZ For the Times-News Years ago, while wrestling giant bass at eastern Oregon’s Owyhee Reservoir, I learned an important lesson: Never miss an opportunity to do some full throttle fishing with Nick Young Outdoors.That
strategy has led to lots of awesome memories, so when Nick called to tell me he was taking his guide business to the Oregon Coast, I couldn’t wait to check it out.Nick is well known in Idaho circles for his trophy bass prowess. When the pandemic shut down his Owyhee business, he moved south to Arizona’s Lake Havasu and quickly found success
guiding for bass, stripers and trophy red ear sunfish. Havasu is a special place—I experienced it firsthand with Nick’s business partner, Kevin Tucker, over spring break—but it hits a lull when temperatures soar into the 100s. Nick’s search for cooler weather and new opportunities led him to Gold Beach, a quiet southern Oregon town where the prime
fishing overlaps perfectly with the Havasu heatwave. Nick is already up and running, guiding for salmon in rivers and bays that attract some of the best Chinook runs in the West. He’s also planning to offer rockfish and lingcod trips once he secures a bigger boat—we’ll get to that later.On this cool, overcast day, we were trolling for Chinooks in the
Rogue River Bay. Serving as first mate was Nick’s son, Jaxon, who is essentially a hilarious, eight-year-old carbon copy of Nick.“More salmon are arriving here every day,” Jaxon explained as we launched. “Peak season will be here before you know it!”Nick rigged up whole anchovies so they spun as we trolled. I took a moment to appreciate the
redwood forests, ocean rock formations and basking harbor seals surrounding us. Not a bad setting!On our second pass, something fishy bumped my bait. It didn’t act like a salmon, and when Jaxon’s rod went off seconds later, I knew something was up.Sure enough, Jaxon and I reeled up a pair of big redtail surf perch. My brother-in-law Steve and I
caught perch from shore during my last visit to the coast, but we were shocked to see them gobbling up six-inch anchovies.“Aggressive buggers,” Nick smiled. “Let’s put some in the cooler.”We stayed atop the school and quickly jigged up a dozen nice perch. The bigger ones were pushing three pounds! We wanted to save our anchovies for the
salmon, so I put my chewing gum on the hook, and BAM! Another big perch on. We laughed. And, with dinner in the box, we continued our salmon troll.It was a slow day for Chinook action, and the next time we reached the edge of the bay, I watched Nick scratch his chin while gazing out at a nearly glass-calm ocean. I knew what my friend was
thinking before he said it.“If there’s a day we could take this boat out there, it’s today,” he said. “And you’re here. Let’s do it!”We ventured past the breakers and into the open sea. Fortunately, Nick knew a good spot less than a mile offshore. When we arrived at a promising rockpile, we dropped large swimbaits rather than the finesse jigs most
guides use.Jaxon was the first to hook up. It was impressive to see the little guy handling a 10-foot baitcasting rod like a boss. Moments later, I landed a nice black rockfish. Things went quiet for a minute, but Nick broke the silence with his trademark phrase: “GIANT!!!”I grabbed the net as Nick battled a monster lingcod. Sadly, it came unhooked
before we saw it, but the excitement was far from over. For the next two hours, fish were coming aboard nonstop.Lingcod. Exotic-looking China rockfish. Cabezon. And big black rockfish—by far the best quality I’ve ever experienced. On my last Pacific outing, Steve and I sifted through dozens of dinks to earn our limits of respectable keepers. This
time, I caught 15, and almost all of them were 3-to-5-pounders that fought like smallmouth on steroids and fried up like a delicious cross between walleye and cod.Not even a bout of seasickness could knock the grin off my face. Nick was smiling, too. His swimbait hunch was a winner, and he was already formulating a unique, exciting take on
saltwater bottom fishing.“Just you wait, buddy,” he beamed. “We’re getting this dialed in! Big baits. Trophy fish. Light tackle. Salmon, rockfish, lingcod, all of it. And full throttle fishing, just like always.”I have no doubt Nick (and Jaxon) will succeed in Gold Beach. He’s as talented an angler as I’ve met, and he knows the grind it takes to establish a
winning reputation. Before long, I’m sure anglers up and down the coast will learn what I’ve known for some time now.No matter the water, no matter the species, you should never pass on a chance to go fishing with Nick. Tight lines!Want to go fishing with Nick Young Outdoors? Call 541-709-1542 to book your own adventure on the Oregon Coast!
Jordan Rodriguez has been fishing Idaho waters since he was a teen. Share your fish stories, adventures and questions with him at tightlinesboise@gmail.com, or visit www.tightlines208.com for the latest local fishing reports and upcoming class offerings. Get local news delivered to your inbox!
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